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Single-cell analysis - Wikipedia May 01, 2019 · The study includes clinical data collected annually, detailed post-mortem pathological evaluations, and extensive genetic, epigenetic, transcriptomic, proteomic, and metabolomic bulk-tissue...

Yunxiang MAO | Vice President | Professor | Hainan Abstract. During the last 20 years a deeper understanding of the lymphatic circulatory system, lymph formation and composition has emerged. This review will examine the current knowledge on the organization of the lymphatic vascular tree, the formation of lymph from the extracellular fluid, lymph circulation and the lymph proteomic composition during physiological and pathological ...

Quantitative mapping of human hair greying and reversal in Transcriptome sequencing and proteomic techniques are combined to comprehensively The de novo transcriptome and proteome profiling are powerful in the The transcriptome of A. coronaria (Laura et al., 2015), following infection with rust, is available, allowing for the comparative transcriptomic studies. Twenty taxonomically

Single-cell transcriptomic profiling of the aging mouse brain data from blood proteomic analyses and transcriptomic data from both disease models and when comparative analyses are used.

Genomics | Vol 113, Issue 4, Pages 1617-2890 (July 2021 May 18, 2017 · Transcriptomic technologies are the techniques used to study an organism’ transcriptome, the sum of all of its RNA transcripts. The information content of an organism is recorded in the DNA of its genome and expressed through transcription. Here, mRNA serves as a transient intermediary molecule in the information network, whilst noncoding RNAs perform ...

Combined transcriptomic, proteomic and genomic analysis identifies reproductive-related proteins and potential modulators of female behaviors in Spodoptera litura Hai-Yan Xiao, Gen-Ceng Li, Zheng-Quan Wang, Yu-Ruo Guo, Nai-Yong Liu

Integrated Transcriptomic and Epigenomic Comparison of Human Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells Generated from Various Reprogramming Methods GSE69705 Conversion of Human Gastric Epithelial Cells to Multipotent Endodermal Progenitors using Defined Small Molecules [DNA methylation]

Single-cell transcriptomic analysis of Alzheimer’s disease SEARCH STRATEGY SYSTEM: Discover meaningful biological relationships from large volumes of data. The strategy system offers over 100 structured searches that can be combined to produce multi-step strategies. Each search queries a specific data set and returns a list of records that share the biological characteristic defined by the data.

Genomic Transcriptional Profiling Identifies a Blood Biomarker Signature for the Diagnosis of Septicemic Melioidosis: GSE15530: Genome-wide analysis of gene expression perturbed by reptin shRNA in MCF7 subjected to normoxic and hypoxic conditions: GSE16568: Gene expression analyses of mir-22 overexpression in ovarian clear cell cancer cell line.

Effects of abiotic stress on plants: a systems biology In the field of cellular biology, single-cell analysis is the study of genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, metabolomics and cell–cell interactions at the single cell level. Due to the heterogeneity seen in both eukaryotic and prokaryotic cell populations, analyzing a single cell makes it possible to discover mechanisms not seen when studying a bulk population of cells.

CryptoDB Aug 14, 2018 · From Shen Nong’s Herbal Classic (Shennong Bencao Jing) to the Compendium of Materia
Online Library Comparative Transcriptomic And Proteomic Profiling Of Medica (Bencao Gangmu) and the first scientific Nobel Prize for the mainland of China, each milestone in the historical process of the development of traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) involves screening, testing and integrating. After thousands of years of inheritance and …

Proteomics - Wikipedia A 'read' is counted each time someone views a publication summary (such as the title, abstract, and list of authors), clicks on a figure, or views or downloads the full-text.

Lymph formation, composition and circulation: a proteomics GLDS-315: Comparative proteomic analysis and bioluminescent reporter gene assays to investigate effects of simulated microgravity on Caco-2 cells GLDS-345: Mouse femur LC-MSMS upon weightlessness GLDS-224: Whole Metagenome Profiles of Particulates Collected from the International Space Station

Trends in herbbiogenomics | SpringerLink Proteomics is the large-scale study of proteins. Proteins are vital parts of living organisms, with many functions. The proteome is the entire set of proteins produced or modified by an organism or system. Proteomics enables the identification of ever-increasing numbers of proteins. This varies with time and distinct requirements, or stresses, that a cell or organism undergoes. Proteomics…

ASM Journal Platform The regulatory roles of microRNAs toward pathogenesis and treatments in Huntington's disease. Huntington’s disease (HD) is one of neurodegenerative diseases, and is defined as a monogenetic disease due to the mutation of Huntingtin gene. This disease affects several cellular functions in neurons, and furt

Transcriptome - an overview | ScienceDirect Topics ASM Journal Platform

Single-cell transcriptomic profiling of the aging mouse Jun 22, 2021 Hair greying is a visible sign of aging that affects everyone. The loss of hair color is due to the loss of melanin, a pigment found in the skin, eyes and hair. Research in mice suggests stress may accelerate hair greying, but there is no definitive research on this in humans. This is because there are no research tools to precisely map stress and hair color over time.


GEO Accession viewer Jun 01, 2012 Comparative avian genomics and proteomics have only recently become possible with the publication of the Taeniopygia guttata (zebra finch) genome. transcriptomic and proteomic analyses of the